Abstract. We study the problem whether the σ meson is generated 'dynamically'. A pedagogical analysis on the toy O(N) linear sigma model is performed and we find that the large N c limit and the m σ → ∞ limit does not commute. The sigma meson may not necessarily be described as a dynamically generated resonance. On the contrary, the sigma meson may be more appropriately described by considering it as an explicit degree of freedom in the effective lagrangian.
model [12] . Also there exists the approach to explain the light scalars as dynamically generated resonances [13] . In Ref. [14] it is observed that since the widths of σ and κ are very large the pole mass and and 'line shape' mass are very different quantities, one should be extremely careful when discussing the mass relations between scalars: the tree level mass relations have to be among those line shape masses rather than those pole masses. The mass relations obtained from the extended Nambu Jona-Lasinio lagrangian are discussed and it is argued that the lightest scalars, σ , κ, a 0 (980) and f 0 (980) form an nonet, as the chiral partners of the pseudo-goldstone bosons [14] . The mass relations are crude, but it is expected that they grasp the major characters of the physics underlined. The major difficulty in this approach is to explain the large mass of f 0 (980) [14] , and more detailed dynamical analysis may be needed [15] .
In the approach to consider the lightest scalars as chiral partners of the pesudogoldstone bosons, one thing remains to be explained is how to understand the approach that the σ and κ are generated dynamically. Owing to the complexity of the problem, we in the following discuss the unitarization approximations to the solvable O(N) σ model. As will be shown later, it will be helpful to understand several difficult issues.
The O(N) linear σ model lagrangian is
where
Here we treat the lagrangian as a cutoff effective lagrangian. That is, in our calculation we make the following replacement:
It has been proved that in such a toy model the [n,n] Padé amplitudes reproduce the exact sigma pole location and the K matrix unitarizations are good approximations [16] . Nevertheless, such a nice property is not maintained if the pion fields are expressed in the non-linear representation, since for the latter the chiral expansion series has to be truncated. There are variants of Eq. (1). For example one may make a polar decomposition to the linear lagrangian and recast it into the following form:
One further expands the square root in Eq. (4) when calculating scattering amplitudes. Also one may completely neglect the sigma field in Eq. (4) to get the non-linear sigma model,
Or one integrate out the sigma field at tree level to get the modified non-linear sigma model lagrangian,
We have tested various unitarization approximations and the details will be given elsewhere. Here we only briefly discuss the properties of [1, 1] Padé amplitudes constructed using L polar , L NL , L NL , respectively. Notice that here we work in the cutoff version of effective lagrangian and hence no counter term is needed when one make calculations at 1-loop level. In each amplitude, a pole is found close to or not far from the sigma pole of the original lagrangian Eq. (1). In the case of L polar , the pole found in the unitarized amplitude is not dynamical. For L NL , L NL , the poles are called 'dynamical'. Except these 'σ ' poles being reproduced, there may exist other spurious poles. The spurious pole does not occur in the lagrangian with linearly realized chiral symmetry, hence one may find that the lagrangian with linearly realized chiral symmetry are better for the purpose of unitarization. Another lesson one may learn is that a 'dynamically generated' resonance may or may not be truly dynamical. For L NL , the 'σ ' pole is indeed dynamical, but for L NL the 'σ ' pole just regenerates the σ particle being integrated out in the original lagrangian Eq. (1). For the latter case, the σ is, of course, better (or more conveniently) described by explicitly including it in the lagrangian. The dynamical poles generated from Eq. (6) and Eq. (7) have quite different dynamical properties, however. It is not difficult to check that the pole location of the the 'σ ' pole produced by Eq. (6) is √ s p ∝ v = f π ∝ √ N c and moves to infinity when N c → ∞, whereas the pole generated from Eq. (7) behaves as √ s p → m σ when N c → ∞. Apparently only the latter is correct when simulating Eq. (1). The lesson one may learn from here is that the large N c limit and the M σ → ∞ limit do not commute. O(N) model is only a simple toy model, comparing with the complicated structure of QCD. However one may still learn some useful lessons from above. The Eq. (6) simulates the current algebra non-linear sigma model in reality whereas Eq. (7) resembles O(p 4 ) chiral perturbation theory lagrangian in reality. In the real situation, Actually similar things happen. The current algebra prediction to the σ pole location [17] 
which moves to ∞ when N c → ∞, may receive important corrections:
where △ = [18] . Hence it was not clear what approximation is made in obtaining Eq. (9) . It is however also obtainable using the PKU parametrization form under two assumptions in the large N c and chiral limit [18] : 1) one pole (the 'σ ' pole) dominance in the s channel, 2) neglecting all resonance exchanges in the crossed channels, which can also be at the leading order in 1/N c expansion. Even
